Lone Star Elementary
by: Andrea Terna

After days of rain, several of our teachers enjoyed a picnic lunch in this beautiful weather. It was definitely all smiles and sunshine around here!

The school year may rapidly be approaching an end, but at LSE we couldn’t be busier! Singing Stars performed their final concert this week for friends and family. It was very emotional as parents sent in some of their favorite pictures of their student’s elementary years and were displayed during the performance.

About MISD

This is the last edition of Campus News for the 2014-2015 school year. Many thanks go out to all the Campus Communication Coordinators for their pictures, stories, postings, and passion for highlighting the great things that happen each and every day in Montgomery ISD.

We truly appreciate and value all the efforts of the following CCC’s:

LSE: Andrea Terna
MRE: Kelly Lowe
SCE: Nancy Bodman
MES: Penny Olbrych
MIS: Kim Wunderlich
MMS: Suanne Davis
MJH: Joan Allen
MHS: Kate Whittaker
DO: Bronwyn Forword

Thank you for an amazing 2014-2015 school year!

Madeley Ranch Elementary
by: Kelly Lowe

Our second and fourth graders attended their grade level field trips this past week. They were fortunate to attend the Crighton Theater’s production of Alice In Wonderland. One of our own fourth graders, Jacob Irving, played the rabbit in the storybook production. We are so proud of Jacob and glad our students could go and support one of their peers.

Mrs. Storer and Mrs. Serrill with their favorite rabbit, Jacob Irving

Kindergarten did an in-depth study of ocean animals. They studied sharks, whales, and sea turtles. To make things come to life, they made sharks and graphed whether or not they liked sharks or whales better.
Montgomery Elementary
by:
Penny Olbrych

There’s no better place to learn and play than MES

MES students and staff had a fantastic day of fun for Field Day even if it wasn't outside in the sun! Field Day events were held in the cafeteria; the jump zone was held in the gym; and Kona Ice was available out on the sidewalk. Students ate lunch in their classrooms, enjoyed movies and played games in their rooms as well. We had lots of parent volunteers to help make the day go smoothly as well.

Ms. Denison and Ms. Kirk’s classes had the privilege of touring the MES kitchen last week, including the freezer! They’ve been learning about goods and services in Social Studies and enjoyed seeing how goods and services are used to prepare their lunch. Much thanks goes out to Rhonda Diehl and her staff for providing this hands on learning experience.

Written By: Kelly Denison

Montgomery Intermediate
by:
Kim Wunderlich

I Became An Educator Because…

As we head into the final days of another school year, MIS teachers were challenged to complete the statement, “I became an educator because...” Several teachers’ responses included the word passion. It is clear that the staff of MIS has a passion for children. Some talked about “making a difference”, watching growth, meeting a challenge, and teaching more than the TEKS. All the 5th graders are participating in awards ceremonies this week and their growth and ability to take on challenges are being celebrated. This is a wonderful reminder to all the educators at MIS that we ARE making a difference, and these students have grown, and we have taught so much more than TEKS.

It is good to reflect on the reasons we have chosen this particular career path, especially during the final days of the school year when things get hectic and we sometimes wonder why we ever wanted to pursue this career.

So, why did you become an educator?

Stewart Creek Elementary
by:
Nancy Bodman

Rub a dub dub….. The Butcher, the Baker, the Candlestick Maker….. Or maybe The Doctor, the Vet, the Architect? Stewart Creek 4th grade students researched what career they want to pursue and presented to other students and visitors on Career Day. It was exciting to see and learn about what these talented students are interested in pursuing as their vocation. Each of them told about vocation’s origin, an overview of what the job would entail and the average salary. There was a wide range of careers presented including such careers as Mechanical Engineer, Sports Announcer, Dolphin Trainer, Pilot, Team Roper, Oil Machinist, Zoologist, Fashion Designer, Author, and Movie Producer!

Our kindergarten classes have been practicing hard for their upcoming performance. The celebration will be on Tuesday, June 2, 2015.

Stewart Creek Elementary says congratulations to Principal Carolyn Fiaschetti on her new position with MISD, Director of Special Programs. Your time at SCE has impacted each of our lives in a positive way. We wish you well in your new endeavor and know that a part of each of our hearts and our love go with you. Congratulations!
Montgomery Middle School
by: Suanne Davis
Do you come from a land down under?

Our sixth graders are “at work” exploring the last and final region of our world journey: Australia and Oceania. This region presents a challenge learning the names (and pronunciations) of island nations such as Kiribati, Vanuatu, Palau, and Nauru. In addition to learning about the economic activities that drive this region (commercial fishing and plentiful resources), students are “waltzing” across Australia learning the words to Waltzing Matilda.

As we transition to yearend projects, some students will be creating Bucket List activities as they decide where their own personal travels will bring them. Others will “Create a Culture” by making their own country setting up governments, economies, architecture, currencies, educational systems, clothing, and even an original flag. This project brings all of the pieces from the five fields of learning (Government, Economics, Culture, History and Geography) together and students get to add their own creative flair to the process.

Montgomery High School
by: Kate Whittaker

Montgomery High School is ending the year with our top debate students competing in the State 6A UIL Academic Competition. This week, our Regional Speech Team Champions are going against debaters from the biggest schools across Texas.

By competing at the State level, each student qualifies to apply for numerous scholarships offered through the Texas Interscholastic League Foundation (TILF). TILF estimates it will disburse over $1.1 million in scholarships this school year.

GOOD LUCK

........Austin Hartis, JT Lindsey, Nick Glezman, and Whitley Perryman as they compete this week!

Montgomery Jr. High School
by: Joan Allen

MJH Student Council

....is pleased to present their newly elected officers for the 2015-2016 school year.

President - Abby Kelly
Vice President - Bailey Rodriguez
Secretary - Kristen Randolph
Treasurer - Caroline Overstreet
Public Relation - Kenzie Spreen

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Congratulations the 2015–2016 Jr. Belle Officers:

Co-Captains: Rylie Key and Ainsley Ingrebrigtson
Lt.: Savannah Smith
Lt.: Rachel Nabors
Lt.: Abbey Fleming
Lt.: Madi Neyhard
Executive Officer: Bayleigh Norman

We are excited for another great year!!!